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Draft Minutes 

National Lifesaving Committee 

Date: 9th July 2018 

8.30 am to 4.30pm 
 

Venue: Novatel Hotel, Auckland International Airport  

 

Present: 
Adam Fraser    Chairman 
Ben Flynn   Appointed secondment   
Seth McPhee    Appointed 
Brendon Hamilton-Gibbs Central Region 
Mike Smith     Southern Region 
Dani Shepard   Eastern Region 
Paul Newham   Northern Region   
Allan Mundy    National Lifesaving Services and Education Manager  
Belinda Slement   Member Development Manager  
Shelley Morris   Member Development Project Support 
Adam Wooler    Research Committee Chairperson 
Chase Cahalane  Eastern Region Lifesaving Manager, SLSNZ 
Sam Clutterbuck  Southern Region Lifesaving Manager, SLSNZ 
Calvin Hicks   Northern Region Lifesaving Manager, SLSNR 

 
Apologies:  
Dave Clarke    Appointed 
Netta Cagney   Central Region Lifesaving Manager, SLSNZ 
Gary Payinda   SLSNZ Medical Director     

 
Agenda:  
Minutes of last meeting 
Matters arising from previous minutes moved Mike Smith and sec Paul Newman 
Order of Reports 

 
1. Project Reports  Taken as read  

a. Advanced IRB Award       BF & BS 
b. RIP Research         AM 
c. RWC          BS & AM 
d. Medical Directors Report       GP & BS 
e. Research Group        AW 
f. Woman in IRB Inquiry        DS   

 
2. Educational Review         BS 

 Online Learning Platform       SM 
 BP Leaders for Life       BS 
 IRB Manual Photoshoot       BS 
          

3. SLSNZ Policy reviews  
a. Applying the Proposed Decision Making Process    AM 
b. Confirmation of the Policy review timelines and Consultation  

 
4. SLS033_Helmet use in Powered Craft and Lifeguarding around Rocks   AM   

5. Work Plan reports        AM 
 

6. General Business  
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a. St Johns Ambulance Clinical desk use while on Patrol    AM 

b. Next Meeting 
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Agenda items Reports / Discussion  

1) Project Reports  

a) Advanced IRB Award (BF & BS) 

 
Report \Discussion 
 

             BF - Phone meeting held to get progress moving.  We have some draft concepts of a module identification, working with BS to develop the first consultation 
document which includes the proposed award overview, structure and framework.  Award resources and content for the modules will be developed by IRB project 
group and members which expert knowledge in the specific modules. A combination of regional and national delivery of the modules. There is a good amount of 
content organised for some areas, but starting from scratch for others which takes time to write and develop.  Hopeful to produce 1 module for trial this summer. All 
BP Leaders for Life resources have been added. We are working towards a 2 year work plan, phase 1 will be a document proposal sent out to membership groups 
(Local Committees, Chief Examiners, IRB Advisory Groups etc) Recognition of need to have buy in and consultation from the membership.  

         MS - concerns re crewman’s award not having any info on helming/ driving boat. How do we upskill crew people- is there an award for this?  BS to look at this in-
conjunction with BF and DC.   

  SC- We don’t currently require any IRB crewman to do a refresher. Are there any plans to include this for IRB Crew?  AM - Yes this is scheduled to be rolled out in 
the 2019/2020 season.  

 

 

Ref 

Action Advanced IRB   

 

Person to 

action 

Complete by  

Status 

1a 

● Belinda to work with Ben and Dave to finalise phase 1 consultation document.  This document to include the draft 

award overview and modules for discussion.   

● Phase 1 document to be emailed to key membership groups for discussion, feedback and comments. 

 

Belinda 

 

Belinda 

July 

 

August 

On target 

 

On target 

 

b) RIP Research (AM) 

Report\Discussion 

Rip current / SAR drifters – a proposal to NZSAR and related agencies with drifters for SAR work has been produced and it currently being priced up by a 
commercial hydrographic firm. This may lead to a further research project. The original drifters used in the rip current research project by Dan Lee and Allan Mundy 
have been deployed to clubs for localised research. The ability to tie the drifters into a cost effective GPS system is currently being looked at. This will alleviate the 
data transfer complexity of the drifters making the application easier. 
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Ref 

Action RIP Research 

 

Person to 

action 

Complete by  

Status 

1b 

Tender Document will go out to clubs to indicate their interest in becoming involved in the Data collection  

This has been rescheduled as NZSAR are negotiating to take over the project nationally  

Presentation of the research to the International  Drowning Reduction Conference & Search and rescue Conference gold 

coast 2018 

NZSAR proposal written up and send out for commercial pricing  

Allan 

 

Allan 

 

Allan 

Late February 

 

Mid May  

 

June 

 Not 

completed  

On Target  

 

Completed 

 

c) RWC (AM & BS) 

Report\Discussion 

BS - The Eastern Region have delivered a successful training model.  They trialled a new exam theory test which worked well but still needs some tweaking.  The 
RWC training manual and workbook is nearly complete.  The RWC examiners resource is in place, but there is still a large amount of work to be undertaken in the 
instructor’s material.  
All learning material has been sent to SLSNZ H&S department for advice, following this the training manual will be sent to key RWC operators for final consultation 
before roll out.  The training manual needs to align with policy- policy review needs to be clear and thorough. Logistics of rolling out challenging as 1 RWC per region 
and relying on NR Instructors/ examiners to train the rest of the country and then flow out. Working to train staff as well to help with roll out. Gap between learning, 
practice and exam a real challenge due to low level of resources (RWC’s and instructors/ examiners). 

 General discussion around means to get around this issue, hiring skis, bringing from one region to another for a summer and specifically pinpointing the areas/ 
beaches that start eg in ER it is developed for first season(s) only between Mount and Papamoa- as an example. Identification of beaches/ areas that are wants vs 
needs, work with regional staff and NM to identify the NEEDS and work on those areas over a long term period/ plan. Need to set timelines for getting more skis and 
ski programs out in a regional space. 

 
AM - Decision for location of operation of skis for each region is held by the regional staff. This means that skis and training programs will be driven by them at 
present.  Maritime NZ decision around skis will be that it is a regional resource for at least 3 years as this is the exemption that has been negotiated with MNZ at 
present. 
Communication of process and plans with new policy needed once solidified. There was some discussion around those clubs who are intending to purchase RWC 
outside the current policy. There was wide concern from the committee that this could lead to clubs falling outside the operational parameters/policy and that could 
result in upsetting Maritime NZ or cause harm to the public. Either way, the result may have a negative effect on all the clubs as time lines for the probationary use of 
the RWC from maritime may be extended or cancelled altogether.   

 

 

Ref 

Action RWC 

 

Person to 

action 

Complete by  

Status 

1c 

● Squads are being compiled in the regions 

o Eastern being used on Roaming 

o Central now getting training list compiled  

o Southern has been used for Events and training  

● Draft material is all available for circulation to those training, finalised material to be distributed to all RWC qualified 

operators and trainees.  

Regional 

Lifesaving 

Mangers  

 

BS 

 

 

As required 

 

 

September 

 

Completed 

Ongoing 

March  

 

Completed 

Ongoing  
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● Photography of additional RWC shot to be completed for manual  

● H&S Review of material  

● Instructor resource to be developed  

BS/CC/RM 

BS  

BS/CC 

August 

August 

November 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

On Target 

 

 

d) Medical Directors Report  (GP) 

Report\Discussion 

BS – Gary puts his apologies in for this meeting.  BS has met via phone twice with Gary regarding the first aid structure at SLSNZ.  BS and GP want to table a 
review of our first aid structure (Level 1, 2, 3) and put together a working group to review this. With the current PHEC standard expiring in December 2019, SLSNZ 
need to review their structure before December 2019 as our current Level 3 includes this standard.   
For the 2018/2019 season the status quo will remain for all SLS First Aid levels, with an expected change coming for the 2019/2020 season.  The proposed review 
group would be made up of 6 ‘club space experts’ plus BS and GP. The review will be focused upon the need to retain the unit standard assessment credits as well 
as weather the material covered is still fit for purpose from a lifesaving perspective.  The last review of first aid was completed during the SLA review in 2015.  
 
 

 

Ref 

Action  Medical Directors Report 

 

Person to 

action 

Complete 

by 

 

Status 

1d 

● Look to have all the high risk events to be sent to Gary Georgia to develop the Search for Gary off PAM and the 

CRM.  

● In the next Member News  

o Put out Comms for the Laradel promotion highly recommend the application of cheep $269 little Ann 

mannequin $ 92 for the pre-existing units. Medical Directors recommendation for CPR Training  

o The responder app Good Sam to be communicated to membership for 111 dispatch for a heart attack. All 

who want to sign up to it must accept the risks of attending events that may challenge them outside the 

parameters of their lifeguard training. For this reason along with the join up messaging will go a warning and 

age recommendation of 18+ 

● Work with St John Tony Smith to develop processes and open access to St Johns clinical desk (paramedic staffed), 

if a lifeguard has emergent questions about resuscitation care 

● Set up a social web site or face book account for club instructors L4L project.  

● Sun Protection a major focus , the development of a poster of the wearing of the Hats along with all the other PPE 

o Add the application and presence of the PPE into Patrol Audits  

o Gary is scheduled to update the Sun Smart policy this year and the recommendation will be reflected in this 

guiding document. 

● Education team to work with medical director in any revisions of first aid material, (including tests, worksheets, and 

handbooks).   

 

AM 

 

 

AM 

 

 

AM 

 

 

AM 

 

BS  

GP 

 

 

 

BS & GP  

July 

 

 

May-June 

 

 

July  

 

 

August 

 

August 

June 

 

 

 

TBA 

Actioned 

 

 

Actioned 

 

 

Actioned 

 

 

Updated on hold 

 

Yet to be 

actioned 

 

 

 

Yet to be 

actioned 
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e) Research Group (AW) 

Report\Discussion 
 Swimsafe: (university Canterbury and Plymouth) funding available/ supported. Work to design and develop beach hazard prediction model to work with current water 

‘cleanliness’ model. Calvin involved in this on a regular meeting schedule and project will roll through to a national space later on. 
 Karekare as far as anyone can figure it is not being used. Muriwai is using theirs and Tairua also. SLSNR worked with ‘excraft’ on rock fisherman drone project and 

Calvin now working on a project based at MRC for remote drones. Project at proof of concept stage. Drones are high end and idea is to have them fly out of west 
coast beaches with CAA support once proof of concept is sorted. Funding/ reporting back is worked through the development company. 

 NM; need to keep an eye on/ work with SLSNSW and their ‘little ripper’ project as they have had significant funding and development. 
IRB foot strap project, academic lined up so AW to continue to drive this research forward. 
Risk group has also asked around forces applied to humans by hull and motor- Mike 

 Need to ensure that we are not doubling up on our research. 
 

 

Ref 

Action Research Group 

 

Person to 

action 

Complete by  

Status 

1e 
Adam to follow up with Karekare to see what they got up with their drone from Len Brown  

Investigate options with the group under not just the NLC moving forward. Maybe revisit the Alumni  

   

 

 

 

f) Woman in IRB Inquiry  (DS) 

Report\Discussion 

BS/ DS - BP Leaders for Life have picked up the project, DS as NLC member supporting the project and a SLSNZ staff member.   

 

Ref 

Action Woman in IRB Inquiry 

 

Person to 

action 

Complete 

by 

 

Status 

1f 

Proposed action plan/ timeline 
1. Consult national and regional lifesaving committee’s about desire and need to investigate this area. 
2. Work with research committee to put together membership survey to develop initial data about barriers to 

involvement in IRB 
3. Focus groups with female new lifeguards, female existing lifeguards, IRB instructors, IRB examiners around 

barriers to participation, and/ or gaining awards. 
4. Strategies/ campaign developed and trialled to increase female participation in IRB’s 
5. Strategies around IRB retention for male and female LG’s 
6. Work with a team from L4L to look at the time period between the LGA and IRB Drivers. 

 

 

DS 

DS / Staff  

 

DS & LFL 

 assigned  

 

 

April 

June 

 

TBA 

TBA 

 

Completed 

On going 

 

Yet to start 

Yet to start 
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g) Drowning prevention research 

Report\Discussion 

Nick Mulcahy presented his report and spoke to the documents. Worked us through his Piha model to show the full calculation. 
BF - with this information what is our responsibility if we don’t meet the numbers we have modelled- eg regional guard numbers and risk transference to council 

when we are contracting to them.  
PF- spoke to how the model has worked/ gone at Piha. Which has gone well after some initial concern from members about the higher recommended hours etc. 
CH- asked when/ what triggers the review based on population growth/ change as NZ grows/ changes. 
NM- need to develop and enter really good quality data on our patrol reports as this drives good quality reports. 
 

 

Ref 

Action Drowning Prevention Research  

 

Person to 

action 

Complete by  

Status 

1g 

 Continue working with Regional Lifesaving Teams to produce reports for the regions clubs and key unpatrolled sites. 

 Work with lifesaving Staff to allow the clubs access to those reports completed and facilitate the report’s findings and 

feedback to Nick.   

 

Nick 

RLSM 

Ongoing 

process 

 

 

2) Educational Review  

 

a) BP Leaders for Life update (BS) 

Report\Discussion 

BS - Last weekend we had the first workshop for the 2018/2019 BP Leaders for Life group.  We have a great mix of candidates from across the country who are 
already keen and enthusiastic.  We had Brent Warner (SLSNZ Chairman) come and speak to the group.  He gave a great overview of the SLSNZ board, what they 
do and gave some insights into his own leadership journey.  Good presentation by Brent Warner and overview into how SLSNZ works- information flow etc. 
This year we have 4 projects that have been selected by the group.  Each project has a support network around them, consisting of a SLSNZ staff member, NLC 
meeting and BP LFL facilitator.  
 

 

Ref 

Action BP Leaders for Life 

 

Person to 

action 

Complete by  

Status 

2a 
Belinda to tag relevant NLC members to this year’s projects and provide committee with an overview of each project.   BS July On Target 
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b) Online Learning Platform (SM & BS) 

Report\Discussion 

 Shelley Morris presented the SLSNZ online learning platform.  She discussed why the roll out has taken so long and how it has impacted on reviewing all our current 
resources and learning material. Interface between PAM and online learning platform was the challenge but has now been loaded for all members/ clubs/ examiners. 
Final tweaks occurring and a trail with a club for a roll out to the membership on 1st October 2018.  There will be a hierarchy system being organised around 
administrators/ instructors/ facilitators/ tutors and learners so that resources are available to different groups. Aim to roll out initial resources in October, members will 
get email details direct as will clubs.  Our first phase is the SLA refresher test with pre-learning resources for other club put onto the platform.  

 

 

Ref 

Action Online Learning Platform 

 

Person to 

action 

Complete 

by 

 

Status 

2b 
● Online Learning Platform rolled out to membership for this season  BS October  Ongoing 

 

c) IRB Manual (BS) 

Report\Discussion 

Belinda advised the committee SLSNZ had completed a full IRB Manual photoshoot in June.  This photoshoot captured a lot of new imagery which will be added 
into the manual and updating existing imagery with appropriate PPE.  No action required for this item.  
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3) SLSNZ Policy reviews (AM) 
 
Report\Discussion 
 
The NLC members were assigned each policy and asked for their feedback weather their policies need consultation and any recommended alterations to Allan by 
Mid-June this will now occur from July onwards using the draft proposed “Decision Making Process” allowing for the inclusion of the consultation time lines in the 
next meeting agenda. 
All committee members are happy with their policy allocation.  

 

 

Ref 5 

Action SLSNZ Policy reviews 

 

Person to action   

Status 

Policy 
# 

Policy Review 2018 Created 
Last 

Updated 
Next 

Review 

Comments/Action Required 
By Who  Status 

SLS006 Patrol Support 2009 2015 2018 Rolling over no further action required   Belinda Accepted 

SLS008 Event Lifeguard Policy 2009 2014 2018 Rolling over no further action required    Allan Accepted 

SLS009 Lifeguard Uniform 2009 2016 2019 Update to reflect Sun Smart Policy consultation? Allan To be updated 

SLS011 VLPS - Equipment 2009 2014 2018 Name change remove VLPS  Dani Accepted 

SLS013 VLPS - Buoyancy Support in IRBs 2009 2012 2018 Name change remove VLPS   IRB Accepted 

SLS020 Critical Incident Management Procedures 2009 2015 2018 Paul C and Scott W to work on   Paul C To be updated 

SLS022 Tsunami Response 2009 2014 2018 Mike Smith to work on consultation? Mike To be updated 

SLS023 Search and Rescue Operations 2009 2014 2018 Adam to work on   Adam To be updated 

SLS024 Accreditation of Regional Callout Squads 2009 2014 2018 Allan to work on with Adam F and  Seth Allan To be updated 

SLS025 Billing for Use of Rescue Assets 2009 2017 2018 Rolling over no further action required    Allan Accepted 

SLS026 Minimum Equipment for SAR 2009 2014 2018  Seth to work on consultation required Seth To be updated 

SLS028 SunSmart 2009 2011 2018 Gary to work on  consultation required Gary  To be updated 

SLS029 Breaching Patrol Standards 2009 2017 2020 Dani to work on  consultation required Dani To be updated 

SLS030 Use of Rescue Water Craft (RWC) 2005 2015 2018 Allan to work on with Chase C Allan To be updated 

SLS031 Helmet use in Lifeguard Operations  2017 2017 2018 Brandon to work on with Paul D Brandon To be updated 

SLS034 Recognising International Lifeguard Awards 2013 2013 2018 Rolling over no further action required    Belinda Accepted 

SLS037 Use of Methoxyflurane 2014 2017 2019 Gary to work on   Gary  To be updated 
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4)  SLS031_Helmet use in Powered Craft and Lifeguarding around Rocks (AM) 

Report\Discussion 

The committee made some key additions for the helmet use, tying it in with the Surf Boats and Surf Canoes? This will be discussed with the National Sport Manager 
prior to the inclusion.   
The Board and CEO are undertaking a final review of the Matrix to measure its fit for purpose status. The TOR of the review are  
 

 

Ref 

Action SLS033_Helmet use in Powered Craft and Lifeguarding around Rocks Person to 

action 

Complete 

by 

 

Status 

3 

● The policy will need some work to recognise operations in non-hazardous conditions  

o Event Safety flat water  

o Patrol Flat day 

o Send Policy to the Board for adoption 

o Final review by independent expert working party  

 

Allan 

 

Allan 

Paul Dalton  

 

March  

 

May 

August  

 Completed 

below 

 

Completed  

Underway 
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5) NLC Work Plan – This was discussed and updated, the plan will be looked at with regards to the National Lifesaving plan to aim for as much alignment as 
possible. This will be presented prior to the next NLC meeting 
 
 

a) Update (AM) (attached) 

 

Report\Discussion 

 
Ref 

Action NLC Work Plan New Areas  
 

8a 

● Work Plan Ideas emailed to Allan 
● New Work Plan Projects 

o Volunteer Rescue a SAR Deployment Tool for Squads  
o Enquiry into IRB Injuries , what are the root causes for all injuries in 2017-18 season ( possible looking back into past seasons  
o Instructor Face book page and content 
o ISO Flag Trial 
o Right Foot Strap Removal Solution Trials  

 

Topic Action Person Progress/ Due Date 

 
1. Education 

Review 

● On line learning underdevelopment  
● Review on education material refers to current Education Matrix and time lines 

Belinda/Dani 
 

 

 
2 
NLC Policy Review 

 As above in 3) SLSNZ Policy reviews section  
 

 
 

 
 

3 
First Aid 
 

● NLSEM will engage with the principles form each of our First Aid Training Provider 
Companies and outline how we want the courses delivered so a standard across the 
country is established 

● Look at the First Aid Currency for refreshers   
● Begin review and open discussion on PHEC Unit stds removal 

NLSEM 
 
 
AM/BS 
GP/BS 

Underway July 
 
 
New review date TBA 
New review date TBA 

4 
Local Lifesaving 
Committees 
 

● Regional reps to be proactive in feeding information from NLC meetings back to local 
committees and consult with them where required. 

● Regional Reps indicate their area travel requirements to Allan 
● The regional lifesaving staff will work closer with regional NLC reps to help with 

messaging if the Regional Rep is unable to attend the LLC meeting  
 
 
 

 

NLSEM 
 
DS/MS/BHG 

Ongoing  
 
Yet to be actioned 
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Topic Action Person Progress/ Due Date 

5 
Drowning and Injury 
Prevention Strategy 
 

● Club Coastal Assessment Documents to go back to clubs for consultation 
● Nick circulated a copy of the reports once finalized  so we understand the effect of surf 

size and other environmental factors effect life guard strategies on the day  
● Regions/Area Completed  Central , Southern , Northern Underway, Eastern Yet to start 

 

Nick 
Nick 
Nick 
AM/Nick 

Ongoing 
Ongoing 
Northern Yet to Complete report 
Eastern Due to start2018 
Central Completed 
Southern Completed 

6 
ILS Federation 
Engagement  
 

● Nick to brief the NLC on the ILS work Plan and give feedback from the meeting in Spain  
● Next meeting Adelaide in conjunction with Rescue 2018   

  

7 
Advanced IRB 
Modules 
 

● Reconfirm people in working party  
● Send out Unit Planners to each of the module leaders  
● Hold a phone conference to introduce the development goals  
● Circulate the draft Modules within the groups for feedback  
● Plan Face to face meeting  

DC/BF 
AM 
BS DC 
BS 
DC/BS 

Underway 
Completed 
 
Yet to start 
Yet to be actioned 
 

8 
Medical Director  
 
 

● Continue to run the Medical Sub Committee  
o Review Sun smart policy   
o IRB Injuries enquiries  

GP 
GP 
GP/AW 

Completed 
Underway 
Yet to start 
 

9 
Alumni / Research 
Group 
 

● Develop a scope for the next stage of the project Who and why  
● Consult SLSNZ Board and LLC’s for feed back 
● Set up development working group 
● Look to include the Research Group into the fold  
● Review the project  

DP/ BS 
 
DP/BS/AM 
AW/AM 

Completed 
Completed 
April 2018 
August to begin 

10 
SUP Trial  
 

● Run final water trial  
● Review learning material from RNLI and other sources  
● Present module for final approval  

AM 
AM BS 

BS 

Completed  
Ongoing /behind schedule 
Yet to be actioned  

11 
Prototype IRB Trial 
 

● Finalize the Interim report following SLSNZ trial round  
● Send Report to SLSNZ Board for consideration  
● MARK II being completed and will then be further trialled within slsnr.  

AM 
AM 
AM 

Ongoing  
Yet to be actioned 
Yet to be completed  

12 
SAEBOB RESCUE 
Trial 
 

● Review supporting material for the possible implementation of the craft. 
● Finalize the Interim report following SLSNZ trial round  
● Send Report to SLSNZ Board for consideration 

AM 
AM 
AM 

Completed 
Ongoing 
Yet to be actioned 

13 
Woman’s 
Engagement in 
IRBs; Inquiry 

● Engaged with leaders for life and a group  will work on it over this project time frame    
● LFL to survey and collect data 

BS/ DS Ongoing 
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Topic ● Action Person Progress/ Due Date 

14 
Event Lifeguard 
Modules  
 
 
 

● Review Event LG modules with H&S hat on , make appropriate changes to material 
● Present pilot modules for final interim approval  
● Run pilots in each region  
● Review pilot  

AM  NS 
NS BS 

NS 
BS 

Underway 
Yet to be actioned 

15  
Volunteer Rescue a 
SAR Deployment 
Tool for Squads  
 

● Regional LS managers investigate the feasibility of the ECOS app  
● Regional Managers Chase C will set up a pilot in Eastern Region ( Bay of Plenty Area)  
● Review the concept following summer 2019 and report back to Call Our coordinators at 

2019 ECOS coordinators meeting July   
● Full implementation all going well 2019-20 season 

CC 
CC AM  

CC 
 

AM 

Completed  
Underway 
Yet to be actioned 
 
Yet to be actioned 

16 
IRB Injury inquiry 
and Investigations 
Group 

First meeting has been held- discussion papers being developed as a result. AM MS Report being developed and circulated 
once received  

 
●  

 

 

b) NLC Member Portfolios PC 

Report\Discussion 

NLC Members discussed the areas of interest and expertise they are able to assist in the promotion of the areas within the National Lifesaving Plan .These wil be 
recognised as Portfolio and assist to strengthen the networks of knowledge within SLSNZ . 
 

 

Ref 

Action NLC Member Portfolios 

 

Person to 

action 

Complete 

by 

 

Status 

8b 

● Members to populate the table with their recommended portfolio areas of expertise  

● Portfolios will be communicated to the membership via web site and face book  

●  Portfolios will be aligned with the appropriate staff member  

AM 

AM 

AM 

July 

August 

July  

 Underway 
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Position  Name  Portfolio 1 Portfolio 2 Portfolio 3 Term Ends 

Appointed Positions 

Adam Fraser (Chair) Chair SAR Lifeguarding 11/11/2018 

Ben Flynn (Secondment) IRB     6/05/2019 

Dave Clarke  IRB Lifesaving   1/05/2020 

Seth McPhee  SAR Education   1/09/2018 

Geographic Positions 

Dani Shepard (ER) Education  Woman in IRB Leaders for Life 11/03/2019 

Brendan Hamilton-Gibbs (CR) Education Leaders for Life   1/12/2019 

Mike Smith - (SR) CD  Health & Safety   10/05/2020 

Paul Newham IRB Woman in IRB Education   

Lifesaving & Education 
Manager 

Allan Mundy Lifesaving SAR Education SLSNZ Staff  

Membership Development 
Manager  

Belinda Slement  Education     SLSNZ Staff  

Chief Operations Officer Adam Wooler  Lifesaving ILS    SLSNZ Staff  

Medical Director Gary Payinda Medical     1/02/2022 

ILS Rescue Com Nick Mulcahy  Coastal Safety ILS Rescue   ILS RPL 1/02/2020 

ILS Michael Bassett-Foss       1/02/2020 
 
 
6) General Business 

a) St Johns Ambulance Clinical desk use while on Patrol             AM 
b) POM updates- to be kept to a minimum, direct actions from policy changes will be communicated. Main changes are to minimum numbers,  

3(2) will not be accepted as sufficient in POM if discussion with regional staff/ LLC around beach use shows different requirements.  
Service agreement will tie to these numbers as will breach of patrol standards.          AM 

c) OMNA tourniquets/ leg ropes, contact details and products to trial/ view.          NM 
d) Report to NZSAR following flood conference attended by Allan and Seth. Seth has had contact from Tom Munson who is completing Masters 

Research into international protocols for flood rescue.             AM, SM 
e) Next Meeting - TBA Phone conference, then in 6 months we will meet face to face, midweek in Auckland. 

 
 
Next Meeting   Phone Conference – 5th September, 5.30-8.30 pm   
Meeting closed      3.30 pm  
 
 
Signed  Chair     Date 
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